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                  '                                                     '
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                                                         '                               '

                          (Received November 9, 1972)

       This paper discusses the tnansfer characteristics of the cantact surface in a torsiena!

    vibration system using the forced vibration method. The dynamic characteristic of the

    coupling rig subject to the slnusoidal excitatien is divided into sinuso'idal and rectangular

    wave response. Our experimentation comes to a conclusion that the critical condition

    for the rectangular wave response can be obtained from the relationship between maxi-

    mum static frictional torque and axial load.

                             1. Introduction
                                                            '
   A machine tool which is used at high speed requires the high dynamic stiflhess

of the structure. No detailed analysis, however, has been tried on the dynamic

characteristic of the contact surface in the machine tool structure. Few papers')

treat the damping mechanism based on the diflbrence between the dynamic

behaviors of contact surface.

   The critical condition is the fbcus of our study at which the response of the

system through contact suhace changes from -a･･sinusoidal wave to a rectangular

wave. The'refbre, the critical condition for the slide by a coupling model is

analyzed, and the critical oondition fbr the rectangu!ar wave response is compared

with the results observed experimentally.

 . The practical mating surfaces consist usually of planes or cylinders fbr simplicity

of the fabrication. Two mating parts of whichever element are contacted together

under the clamping pressure provided either by an intcrference fit or an initial

loading. Only two types of the relative motions on interface or mating surface

are generally important factors in damping analysis: (a) a separation of mating

surfaces (motion normal to interface) ; and (b) interface shear eflhcts (relative

motions of mating surfbes in the plane of the interface). Of the two type of

motion, the one which appears to ofl;er the greater potential for dissipating energy

is relative interface shear2)3). When a variable external load is applied, the shear

stress on the interface is augmented, and slip eventually occurs. This implies that

the points on the opposite sides of the interface experience small relative displace-

ments. The above behavior of the interface suggests two possible situations:slide

4nd slip`). The t¢rminQlogy "slide" is here defined as the phenomenon that gross

and uniform shear motion occurs on a single interface and homogeneous shear
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displacement occurs over the entire interface between rigid bodies. On the other

hand, "slip" means that inhomogeneous local slide or shear occurs.

                 '
               2. Dynamics of system with contact surface

   Consider the dynamics of the system shown in Fig. 1. A stands fbr the upper

part of the coupling rig and B the lower part. The dynamic behavior of the

system is classifiable to the motion that A and B rotate as a solid elastic body or

that a relative displacement between A and B exists. Once a relative displacement

occurs between A and B, the torque transferred to B becomes the frictional torque

generated by the relative angular velocity between A and B.

                        t
                        t

                                    A
                                  td
                                    B
                                      Fig, 1. Model of vibration.
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    The rigid body B with moment of inertia JLt is fixed to a spring with torsional

spring constant kt and a dashpot with viscous damping constant ct. The rigid

body A is in close contact with B, and excited at angular frequency to. The solid

friction torque td is assumed to act on the interface and the center axis of the

model to be straight during twist. '
    The equation of motion for the system is

          ,lb S2,9 +,, III9, +k,o-t,, (1>

where e is the angular displacement of B. The angular displacement of A is given

by

          e=b,ej'wt =e,al cwt+6), (2>
where eo stands for amplitude, to angular frequency, ¢ phase angle between e and

e, and eo, complex amplitude. When e is not sinusoidal wave, ¢ is defined by
the phase angle between e andl･ the component of the exciting frequency in e.

The absolute value of solid friction torque tdo is a constant independent of the

magnitude of the relative velocity between two sblid bodies and its direction is

opposite to the relative velocity. The above yields the relation
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                    '                                                                 tt tt          td= -td,s [ ddet - ddet ], (3>

                                         t/                                   'where S is sign function.

   For the sake of convenience in analysis, equation (1) shall be transfbrmed into

the dimensionless fbrm by the use of the fo11owing dimensionless variables.

Now let

   n==Vik,i h-2,,C,'lek, x-=e,`g pt=O.

   r==nt or== itd9 e= zte'n v= go,

   c= e,o.k,,tn D- f::iZ a==k;9,o rc-:Itr･ (4>
                                         '
                                       'Then equation (1) becomes

and from equation (2)

                                                                   '

   N = j(le

is obtained. Similarly S in equation (3) is reduced as

                                                         '    s[ S9-d,e,]-s[n2fe ll.ll -n Zo :2.l] =s [i-N], (7)

where the dot denotes difflerentiation with r.

    If di equals N and the slide fbllows immediately, x is unequal to y. The

condition for sustaining s!ide is -
   x>N
or

Using

   x=-2hhi-x-S
rewritten from equation (5), and the first condition in equation (8),

  '
   -2hx-x-1>s
is obtained when S equals +1. From these equations, the necessary condition for

the slide is given as

    Since the conditions N+2hl+x>1 and N+2hi+x<-1 are simultaneously satisfied,

in whatfo11ows the former will mainly discussed. Equation (9) becomes

   .. g cej< f r+ ¢)+2h j･ D, j' "e r i D, J' ne T>1. ' (lo>
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 with the nomenclatures shown in equation (4), and also

    CV( il,- I coscts)2+( 2hv- li sin¢)2 ej'(¢+ I ')>1, (li)

        ¢=tan-'{(2hv- I sin¢)1( ; v- I cos¢)}･

 The condition to satisfy equation (11) is

- C,vl(; v- I cos¢)2+( 2hv- I sin¢)2>1･ (12)

 Equation (12) can be rewritten as

                       1
    a> VP2=2iJ7pt2cos¢+/t4+4h2y2pt2--4hvpt3sin¢. (13)
The limit of the right hand side is

   8:11 1/v2-2vpt2cos¢+pt`+4h2v2pt2-4hv,et3sin¢

                    1
           :1/ (l -pe2)2+ (2hpt)2･ (14)
                                        '
When x equals N from

 '
                      .T                     jr    x = - ( I )2 kidfo e e

    Vl-(' li )2 kf,e,o, j( ill T+g5),

the relation

can be obtained. Since hi==N from equation (15), td may be given by

                                                            '                                                          '

   td=td,ej'(tot+¢o) . , (l6)                     ttt
where dio is phase angle between e and ta. Substitution of equation <16) into equation

(1)'

 /;"+e2Shdi+.L,,'(z r+ ¢,), '' ' (l7)'

                                        /ttt  'a==v(1-p,2)21+(2hpt)2 ..,'' ,,'''' '' . (ls).
                                                                  '
This, equation shows the critical -condition at which the dybq,rplc beljavior of the

niodel changes from a single body friotiod to two bod' ies 'rh6ti'6n afte4' the relarive

                                   v･/
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velocity has occurred. Moreover equation (18) yieids the frequency respense curve .

which describes the amplitude ratio of the exciting torque to the response (angular

displacement), if the amplitude of the frictional torque at the contact surface tdo

equals the maximum static frictional torque. ,

   It being diMcult to observe tdo experimentally, however, we try to obtain the

relationship between the arnplitude of external torque t.o subject to A and the

one of response at critical condition for the rectangular wave response. -

   The equation of the single body mQtion is .

                  de･          d2e                     +k,e==t., - ･ - (19)   (Jb+JL)              +ct                  de           dt2

                                              '
where t. is equivalent to tuoei(cot+6) and a is phase angie between e and t.. From

equation (4) and equation (19) we have the form

                   tpto ,j' (XtT -l' 6), ' (2 0)    (1+rc)x+2nt+x==
                   tdO
                                       '
                                                                 '
                                                               '
          tdo 1   kte,
    tuo =:a twe=1/ {1-(1+rc)pa2}2+(2h,ee)2. ,, , ,(21)
                                                              '                                                                '                                                                  '                   t ttttSubstituting equation (18) into equation (21) and rearranging the fbrm, we have

･ :d.g==,V{i!i?i{f12)'.,(}2,h.pt)(22h.),. - ' (2mp

                                                               '                                                                 '
The curve shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 represents equation (21). Equation (22)

describes the relationship between the torque transferred to B and the external

torque subject to A.

                 & Experimental apparatus and method

3.1. Apparatus
                                                          '
   The experimental apparatus consists of a torsional vibration system with a

conical contact surfa¢.e (i. e. a coupling model) and a equipment which detects the

torsional vibration. The side excited directly in the coupling mQdel is input side

and the side excited through interface is Qutput side. The･ behavior of the coupling

model is shown in Fig. 2, and these waves are input and eutput wave (time

history). (a) shows the appearance of input wave and (b) output wave.

   In the rectangular wave region, the coupling model behaves like two rigid

bodies, whereas in the sinusoidal region, it behaves like two elastic bodies or a

single body. Therefbre, the system can be treated as a simple single degree of

freedom in a single body motion, and the Coulomb slide may be considered in two

bodies motion and in rigid bodies slide. For a single body motion, regarding the

frictional torque of the critical condition for the slide as 71,, it is written as
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Fig. 2. Response waves in sinusodal and
      rectangular wave region.
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sinB+.flvcosB
P=FV'a, (23)

where A is the maximum static friction coeMcient, P the axial load, fl the half

angle of the cone and F the frictional force in circular direction, r. the mean

radius of contact surface.

   The coupling model which contacts each other in the conical surface is shown

in Photo. 1. The specification of this vibration system is as given in Table 1. The

material of the coupling model is mild steel, its contact surface is finished by

agndg'e
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Photo. 1,
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  Table 1. Specifications for vibration system.

315

Calculated Experimental

Halfangleofcone,degree 10

Lengthofthincylinder(frorn
fixedendtoneck),mm 80

Springconstantofthincylinder,
mmkg/rad 4.89×106 4.94×106

Momentofinertiaofconcave
partofcoupling,mmkgsec21rad 1.08

Momentof-inertiaofconvex
partofcoupling,mmkgsec21rad O.416

Momentofinertiaofexciting
lever,mmkgsec21rad

13.10

Torsionalnatutalfrequencyof
convexpart,cfs

544
5
0
0
'

Torsionalnaturalfrequencyof
totalvibrationsystem,cls 92.3 88.3

lapping (#600) and roughness is almost 6pt Hm... An exciting lever is fixed to

the upper coupling by six bolts (M IO). .
    The purchased electrodynamic exciter is used fbr the exciting force generator

and the exciting torzlue is generated by means of the exciting lever. The Piezo

accelerometer fixed to the upper coupling is utilized to pick up vibration and to

detect e in input. The torsional vibration e in output is observed by the rosette

type wire strain gauge, and the exciting frequency is counted by a time counter.

3.2. Method

    The test condition of the lubrication on the interface remainsconstant and the

lubricating oil is used at the room temperature. The lubricating oil is poured onto

                        Steel ball weighr
               Exciter                                l
                                ' e.xcitinglevel O$cMoscope
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Fig. 3. Picture of measurement system.
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the interface at constant pressure and the response of the vibration is observed by

means of the torsional vibration forced to the coupling model by the exciter. Fig.

3 sketches the measurement system. The axial load is generated by dead weight

and the bar which is supported by steel ball (l/2") to prevent distortion. The

weight of the bar and the upper coupling is counterbalaneed by the deadweight

loaded on two soft springs. The normal force may be calculated from equation (23).

    In order to det¢rmine the critical condition for the rectangular wave response,

we vary the exciting amplitude or acceleration under the constant frequency. The

observation of the critical condition gives the limit of the exciting amplitude or

acceleration in the sinusoidal wave region.

                                              '                                             '                                      '                       '
                  4. Experimerttal retults and disseusion

                       '
4.1. Relationship between maximum static friction torque an,d axial load

    The results in Fig. 4 which are obtained under the static torque disclose the

fo11owing linear relationship between maximum static frictional torque 7} and axial

     am

  A  g
   g lso
  v-
   o   =   y
   o

   o   lg loo Fig･ 4･ Relationskip between maximum
   " static frictional torque and axial
   '-ptj

   :

   E 50
   "x'
   as   }

aOilpressu･rere-leq.$ing'
~Oilpressureloadingi

Q

o
.
.

O'`20 4P601ixialIoad(ig)

          7Z =.fl,qP ,

where ftq is a constant and the equivalent coeMcient of friction such as

          Lq == (.fl,ra) / (sinB +fkcosB)

derived from equation (23). Suppose the pressure distribution on the conica!

surface is constant, then the value of .fk may be obtained about O.3 from this

equation. The neglect of generating line friction on the conical surface brings a

value Qf O.1. -
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4.2. Critical condition for rectangular wave response

   For small axial load and lar:ge exciting amplitude, the system generates the

rectangular wave response. The observation of the critical condition is plotted in

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 after normalized by equation (21).

   According to the experimental results, the transmission of vibration from the upper

to the lower coupling depends much upon the friction on the interface. As the

axial load becomes smaller and the exciting amplitude becomes larger, the restor-

ing force is larger than the frictional force and the rectangularwave region ap･-

pears. For small axial load and low frequency, the plotted points scatter about

the curve which represents equation (21), because it is very diMcult to observe

                       '        100

         ,10

     mO e.･
     ."'tj '" Fig. 5. Critical condition fbr rectangular
                                             Ye?eVaesirnegS.POnSe Under oil pressure
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the difllerence between the sinusoidal wave and the rectangular wave. In the

-case of the rectangular wave response, the driving point mechanical impedance at

the exciting lever is shown Fig. 7. The transformation of the value of this im-

pedance at each.frequency gives the relationship between ktealt.e and pt as in Fig.

8. It is fbund from Fig. 9 that the relative slide on the interface does not occur in

the sinusoidal wave region. The crltical condition for the rectangular wave response

differentiates the slide phenomenon from the nonslide.
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         10

       .g.i

     'Ei Frequency (cps) diagram.
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     e .r-lso
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                                5. Cenelusion

    Whether the output wave is rectangular or sinusoidal depends on the exciting

frequency, the amplitude of the upper coupling, the torsional spring constant, the

maximum static friction torque, the moment of inertia of the upper and lower

coupling, and the torsional damping constant.

    With our model the behavior of the coupling at pt ranging from O.04 to O.2

reprensents with ease the rectangular wave response, as the axial load becomes

smaller and the exciting amplitude Iarger.
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